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WORKSHOP: MUSIC BRINGS US TOGETHER 

 

 

LEARNING SCENARIO 

School: 4TH HIGH SCHOOL OF EGALEO 
Duration 

(minutes): 
225 

Teacher:  
Students 

age: 
11 to 15 

 

 Essential Question: Art passes all the barriers 

 

Topics: 

Inclusion and empathy training via music experiences 

Aims: 

 To enhance student's communication and cooperation skills while working with peers from other 

countries and cultures.  

 To promote student's empathy skills by means of non-verbal communication such as listening and 

playing to music.  

 To let students become familiar with their foreign peer's talents as way to know them better as 

persons. 

Outcomes: 

 Application (Application): Students and teachers organize a multinational music concert and present it 

to the school community.  

 Affective learning outcomes (Affective learning outcomes): Students and teachers enhance their 

communication and empathy skills by working together with foreign peers.  

 Appreciate (Affective learning outcomes): Students and teacher become familiar with foreign peers 

music and customs. 

Work forms and methods: 

  6 groups of students (18-24 in total) 

 Students engage in organizing and presenting a multinational concert in which they play musical 

instruments and sing tunes or foklore songs from their country.  

 

ARTICULATION 

Course of action (duration, minutes) 

INTRODUCTION 

Preparation and Playing Games  

Activity A1: Read Watch Listen, 5 minutes, All students, Tutor is available  

Teachers explain to students the concert preparation procedure, the songs that are going to be performed in 
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the concert and present a plan in order to organize the activities involved.  

Activity A2: Discuss, 10 minutes, All students, Tutor is available  

Students express their ideas about the music project through a brainstorming activity. 

Activity A3: Practice, 50 minutes, All students, Tutor is available  

Teachers engage students in a set (3 maximum) of experiential activities promoting communication, 

collaboration and trust between peers. A game based approach is recommended (an example is attached).  

Teachers must gather information about the tunes and songs that students are about to present in the 

concert, especially if these come from immigrant culture backgrounds, prior to the activities initiation.  

Example: The robot activity 

 

MAIN PART 

Rehearsing  

Activity B1: Collaborate, 120 minutes, 3-4 students, Tutor is available  

Every team rehearses their song. Team members can choose to sing, play in the school band or even dance 

while presenting their song. Other students help them by filling the vacant places in singing or playing in the 

band.  

It is important that students who don't rehearse can participate as an audience in the rehearsals. If time is not 

a limit factor, a poster creation activity can be organized from a mixed member’s team of students. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Presenting the music concert  

Activity C1: Produce, 60 minutes, All students, Tutor is available  

Every team plays/sings its song in a music concert presented to the school community (teachers, students, 

parents etc).  

Activity C2: Discuss, 60 minutes, All students, Tutor is available  

Students discuss or write down about their feelings during the activity. They mentions difficult moments for 

them or their team and discuss about them.  

Teachers can record the concert and show it to students later in order to help them express their experience 

and feelings. 

 

 

Methods Work forms 

 

 read 

watch  

listen  

discuss 

practice 

group work 

frontal work 

produce 

 

Material/means: 

 Instruments, audio system 

 

Literature 

 

  https://v.gd/S7Yc7f 

 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS AND NOTES 

http://www.ventureteambuilding.co.uk/robots/
https://v.gd/S7Yc7f
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Teachers must gather information about the tunes and songs that students are about to present in the concert, 

especially if these come from immigrant culture backgrounds, prior to the activities initiation. 

 

It is important that students, who don't rehearse, can participate as an audience in the rehearsals. If time is not 

a limit factor, a poster creation activity can be organized with from a mixed member’s team of students. 

 

Teachers can record the concert and show it to students later in order to help them express their experience 

and feelings. 

 

 


